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Internal Combustion Engine Principles Stanley J. Dzik



as a cycle of events. In a gasoline engine, the following events must take place: (1) Admitting or forcing a charge into the cylinder. (2) Compressing the charge.



Rapid progress has been made in the past decade in the development of high-powered aircraft engines; however, insofar as fundamentals are .concerned, they have not changed since their conception at the beginning of the twentieth century.



The power developed by internal-combustion engines is dependent upon the type of fuel used; therefore it necessarily follows that the future increases in power obtained from conventional aircraft engines depends upon the development of fuels. However, metallurgy will also take an



important part in future development, in that the metals used in an engine of the future must withstand increased stresses. Internal-combustion engines are of a class of prime movers known as "heat engines," that is, they convert heat energy into use±ul mechanical energy through a process of combustion. A mixture of fuel and air in proper proportion,



after it has been compressed to a comparatively high pressure, is



burned within the cylinder. The sudden increase in pressure, due to combustion, causes the piston to move against the load and deliver mechanical energy to the engine crankshaft. The fuel must



be vaporized, or in a gaseous state, when used in an internalcombustion engine and must be mixed with the proper proportion of air in order to burn properly. The igniting of the gas is of the utmost importance. The various methods of obtaining and timing the ignition spark and the proper regulation and adjustment



of the different parts of the pow-



(3) Igniting the charge. (4) Burning of the charge, developing power on the piston head. (5) forcing of the burned charge



out of the cylinders. Engines are classified by the number of strokes taken to accomplish the above cycle of events, for there are several possible combinations between the events and the number of strokes required for the cycle. Thus, a two-stroke



cycle engine completes the five events in two strokes, or one revolution of the crankshaft; whereas,



time. The igniting unit is therefore timed to ignite tha charge



the crank. Near the end of the stroke the pressure is much reduced by expansion, the exhaust



before the piston reaches top center on compression stroke in



valve opens, and the burned gas starts to scavenge out of the



type. A thorough understanding of the four-stroke cycle is of utmost importance in ignition and valve timing as the opening and closing of the valves and the timing of the ignition



spark



depend



entirely



upon the time at which the events take place in regard to piston positions.



Four



Stroke



Cycle Principle In this type of engine, which is often called the four-cycle engine, the five events take place during



four strokes, or two revolutions of the crankshaft. According to



the strokes, the events take placa in the following order: (1) The first stroke is called the intake or admission stroke. The piston moves outward, or toward the crank, and admits a charge of the combustible mixture into the cylinder. During this



stroke the intake valves are open. (2) The second stroke is known operation of a conventional airas the compression stroke. The craft engine. piston moves inward or from the crank, compressing the charge. In order to operate continuously At the end of the compression and deliver power, the engine stroke the spark occurs and igmust go through a routine of opnites the charge. During this erations, each act being performed stroke, both intake and exhaust over and over in the same sevalves are closed. quence.



(3) The third stroke is known as the expansion or power stroke.



The hot ignited gases create a



order to allow sufficient time for the turning charge to reach its



maximum pressure at the instant the piston passes over top center.



cylinder to the atmosphere. (4) The fourth stroke is known as the exhaust, or scavenging stroke. The piston returns inward,



of the charge is dependent on its degree of compression, which



or from the crank, and forces out the burned gases left in the



volume of the charge admitted



cylinder. At the end of the fourth stroke the piston again moves



outward, admitting another charge of fuel and air mixture, thus starting another similar cycle of



events. In actual engine operation, a number



of



varying



conditions



must be considered in order to obtain the highest engine efficiency. These conditions are governed by the following rules: (1) The larger the volume of a properly proportioned vaporized



fuel and air mixture admitted into an engine cylinder, the more



power developed, provided tho charge is not compressed above



a four-stroke cycle engine goes the limiting pressure of the fuel. through the series in four strokes, (2) The larger the volume of or in two revolutions of the crankshaft. Most automotive and air- exhaust gases expelled from an craft engines constructed at pre- engine cylinder, the more power developed. sent are of the four-stroke cycle



er plant are vital elements in the



Each of these operations is known as an event, and a series of events ii; known as a cycle, or



high pressure on the piston and again move it outward, or toward



By opening the intake valve before



the



piston



has



reached



top center on the exhaust stroke, a larger volume of charge is admitted into the cylinder at the r.p.m. at which the engine operates most of its useful life. This timing results in very poor efficiency at low r.p.m.; however,



the sacrifice is well worth the gain. By allowing the intake valve to remain open during the full



length



of



the



outward



stroke and a certain portion of the inward compression stroke, the volume of charge admitted into the cylinder is still further increased. Therefore, the intake



valve actually remains open during the entire intake stroke as well as part of the compression stroke. The exhaust valve opens whsn the piston is approximately twothirds down the power stroke, which not only aids in obtaining



better scavenging of burned gases, but results in better cooling of the cylinders. By allowing the exhaust valve to remain open the last one-third portion of the



inward stroke, and approximately one-ninth of the next outward stroke, practically all of the burned gases are expelled from the cylinder. The igniting of the charge is



a vital event in the operation of a conventional aircraft engine and must occur at the proper



Inasmuch as the rate of burning



in turn is governed largely by the into the cylinder, or by throttle



pssition, it becomes apparent that the time at which the charge is ignited



should



vary



with



the



throttle in order to obtain maximum efficiencies at all engine speeds. The limited range of r.p.m. at which an aircraft engine operates most of its useful life and



the attendant dangers of operating on retarded spark prohibit the use of a variable spark control. Therefore, the ignition unit is timed to ignite the charge at one piston position, which is in advanced position.



Two-Stroke Cycle Principle In the two-stroke cycle engine, some of the events which occur to complete the cycle take place in the crankcase. In contrast to the four-stroke cycle engine, when the fresh charge is drawn or



forced directly into the cylinder through the intake valve while the piston is moving outward or toward the crank, the fresh charge in a two-stroke cycle engine is drawn, or forced by a supercharger, directly into the crankcase while the piston is



moving inward or from the crank. Therefore the crankcase must be sealed airtight. This arrangement



obviously eliminates the use of a crankcase splash lubricating system and crankcase breathers, and requires a certain amount of lubricating oil mixed directly



with the fuel. (1) In the first inward movement of the piston two events are taking place; a fresh charge is being drawn into the crankcase and a fresh charge previously forced into the cylinder, is being compressed in the combustion chamber.



(2) Prior to the piston reaching top center, the compressed charge in the combustion chamber is ignited by the spark plug (3) The burning charge force:



the piston outward on powei stroke and while this event ii occurring the fresh charge pre viously drawn into the crankcasi is being compressed. Continued on Page 9



landing deformations in the pri-



Fuel Tanks To obtain strength in tank con-



struction, it isusually necessary to provide corners with a generous radius and locate welds on



a flat surface removed from the



corners. Welding of the tank ends to the body is faciliated by an



expansion bead near the weld. Tanks of large size usually require a careful v/elding arrange-



ment in order to avoid stress



concentrations induced



by the



welding process. Where flanges or heavy sumps are incorporated in tanks to take various connection.., they should be large enough



and so attached to the tank shell



that the stresses induced by th2 attached connections and piping



will not be localized, but will bs



distributed over a large portion of the thin tank shell. Reinforca-



ment of the shell at these points



of attachment should ba made where necessary. Tanks approximating a cylindrical form often



have their ends dished for additional strength.



mary airplane structure. New sealing material should be thoroughly investigated to assure its ability to withstand the effects of fuel, periodic drying, heat, cold, vibration, etc. Such tanks



should be provided with inspec-



tion holes so that all interior surfaces and corners of the tanks can be reached to allow adequate inspection and maintenance. When the landing-gear attachment is



made part of the structure which forms the integral-tank shell there is always a serious danger of rupturing the tank in a ground



accident in which the landing



gear is deformed or broken. This practice has resulted in serious fires in a number of accidents which would have been rather



minor had it not been for the fact that the landing-gear damage resulted from fuel spillage. When integral tanks are used it is therefore important to keep the landing-gear attachment as far as possible from the tank structure.



Corrosion



Integral Tank



Corrosion. Fuel tanks should



Construction Integral tanks (tanks forming part of the airplane structure) should be carefully designed to prevent leakage under flight or



be constructed to resist corrosion and should not be susceptible to electrolytic action insofar as possible. It is quite important that



all welding flux be removed before any anti-corrosion processes



or coatings be applied. Electrolytic action may be minimized by



Internal Combustion



assuring, insofar as possible, that



dissimilar metals are not in inEngine Principles timate contact with each other. (4) When the top of the piston reaches a point approximately Baffles three-fourths of its total outBaffles. All but the smallest ward travel, the exhaust port or tanks (i.e., approximately 5 galhole is uncovered and the exhaust scavenged out into the atmosphere.



(5) When the top of the piston reaches a point approximately



seven-eighths of its total outAard travel, the intake port or hole



(opposite the exhaust port) is un-



covered



and



the



compressed



fresh charge in the crankcase enters the cylinder. The inrushing charge aids in forcing the



exhaust gases out of the cylinder. (6,) The next cycle of events



does not take place until the piston has passed bottom center and ilosed off the intake and exhaust ports on its inward stroke. The foregoing description pertains to the two-port, two-strok2



cycle



principle;



three-port



engine



however,



operation



the



is



lons or less) should be provided with baffles or stiffening members to prevent failure due to the surging of fuel. This is particularly true of tanks which are either



particularly long or wide. Baffle spacing of



12 to



16 inches is



usually suitable. Baffles should



be given careful consideration with regard to their own ability to withstand surging loads and with regard to their attachment to the shell to prevent local high



stresses from developing there.



They should be so designed that no fuel will be trapped between baffles, or between baffles and tank sides. Each interconnecting



passage in baffled tanks should have generous vent and flow openings.



very similar, except for an ad-



Joints



improve economy in nonsuper-



be located at points where they



ditional intake port designed to charged engines. (to be continued)



Joints, rivets and welds should



will not aggravate the stresses due to vibration and sloshing.



Special attention should be given to riveted joints and seams as sources of possible leakage in tanks of aluminum-alloy, riveted



and subsequent transition to best



construction. In this connection, soft rivets will usually be found



slips and skids of the greatest



preferable to hard rivets. Particular attention should be given to the intersection of two seams where, usually, special precautions must be taken. In general,



except for seams, rivets should be used sparingly, and only where strength or other considerations require their use, since each rivet is a potential source of leakage. Rivet spacing of 3/8 to 5/8 inch using rivets 3/32 to 1/8 inch in diameter has been found satisfactory in producing leakproof seams in aluminum-alloy tanks. It may be necessary to use a



double row of rivets to obtain a



rate of climb following a power-



off glide.



During these conditions, aiue



severity likely to be encountered in normal series or turbulent air



should be conducted to simulate



actual operating conditions. If the configuration of the tank and airplane are such that one of the above three conditions is obviously most critical, the o.ther conditions need not be investigated. The fuel quantity indicator



should be calibrated to read zero when the fuel level reaches the



unusable-fuel



Expansion Space Expansion



Space.



The



filler



necks of fuel tanks should be located and installed so as to



assure that an expansion space,



of at least 2% of the total tank volume, is automatically provided where the tank is serviced in the normal ground attitude.



Unusable-Fuel Capacity Unusable-Fuel Capacity. Most fuel tanks cannot be bled completely empty but contains a certain residual quantity of fuel



called the "Unusable fuel". The



quantity depends upon the shape of the tank and the attitude in which the airplane is f l o A n . It is not safe to rely upon the unusable-fuel supply and it is therefore important to determine in advance how much fuel is unusable so that the pilot will have



this information available. Ths unusable-fuel supply should be



determined by flying the airplane in each of the configurations



outlined below until the engine starts to malfunction due to fuel



starvation. When this occurs the fuel valve should be switched to a full tank and a landing made to measure how much unusable fuel remained in the tank being



tested. The flight conditions which should be considered are as follows: (a) Level flight at maximum



continuous power, or the power required for level flight at cruising velocity whichever is less.



(b) Climb at maximum continuous power at the estimated



best angle of climb at minimum weight.



(c) Rapid application of.power



Flight



Fuel-Tank Sump



gasoline tight joint in large tanks.



Seams should be above the fluid level wherever possible.



capacity.



personnel should be warned accordingly that the unusable fuel supply cannot be used safely in flight.



Fuel-Tank



Sump. Each tank



should be provided with a sump suitable for the collection cf sediment and water, unless provision is made in the airplane design to drain all of the water



and sediment out of the tank



through the system to a separate strainer or sump is used, the drain should be more usually accessible to encourage drainage bsfore each flight. A cockpit drain control is desirable for this purpose. All bottom surfaces of ths



tank should be tilt toward tha sump (or outlet where no sump is incorporated in the tank) at a sufficient angle, with the airplane at rest on the gro'und, to , assure that any appreciable quantity of water will flow to



the sump or outlet. In this regard, it is important to remember



that the airplane may rest with one wing lower than the other



due to ground irregularities. The fuel-tank design should be ar-



ranged so as to avoid even small



traps that will result in the con-



tinual presence of water which may accelerate corrosion. When a sump is incorporated in a small



tank (25 gallons capacity or less) it should have a capacity of at least J/2 pint, while tanks of greater capacity should have a



sump with a capacity equal to



at least Vi of one percent of the



percent of the total tank capacity.



The tank outlet should be located so that no fuel is fed from tha tank sump in normal flight attitudes. The fuel-tank outlet may be placed at the bottom of the tank with no provision for separate drainage of the tank if a sediment bowl is installed so that



it



is at the lowest point in the



systepn when the airplane is in a normal position on level ground. All parts of the system shou!d •drain to the sediment bowl. Continued, on page 10
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Fuel-Tank Outlet Fuel-Tank Outlet. The fueltank outlet should be located so as to comply with the fuel-tank sump provision. All fuel-tank outlets should be equipped with a suitable linger strainer having a screen oL approximately 10 mesh to preclude the possibility of stoppage by foreign objects inadvertently lodged in the tank. The finger strainer should be installed so as to be accessible for inspection and cleaning when the fuel tank is removed for complete inspection. The strainer should point upwards if installed in a taiik with a' small bottom arei adjacent to the outlet. If the bottom is flat and of large area compared to the sides, it may bo preferable to install the finger strainer horizontally or at an angle. It is recommended that all outlets face up when ever possible. Side outlets are susceptible to air locking when the upper part of the outlet is uncovered. A suitable screen permanently incorporated in the design of the tank filler neck is considered the equivalent of a finger screen at the tank outlet.



Fuel-Tank Vent Fuel-Tank Vent. Each tank should be vented from the top



portion of the air space in the tank to permit a sufficient flow



of air to neutralize changes in



pressure resulting from rapid changes in altitude or the removal



of fuel from the tank. Vents and vent lines should be suitably arranged to avoid the collection of water and should be so designed



and installed as to preclude the possibility of their becoming clogged by ice or dirt in flight or servicing operations. In the small tanks usually installed in light airplanes, where venting is



accomplished by small holes in the filler cap two or more such holes should be provided in the cap lor safe operation. Where the float and rod type, fuel-quantity



gauge is used, the clearing hole for the rod is considered adequate



venting as this type of venting, due to the vibrating action of the rod, has proved very satisfactory in service. Vents should not terminate at a point where possible fuel discharge might constitute a fire hazard. ,



Fuel-Tank Drain Fuel Tank Drain. Each tank should be provided with a suitable drain at the low point of the tnnk in the ground attitude,



/hit. dram should discharge clear



o' other airplane parts and permit complete tank drainage to prevent the entrainment in the tank of an appreciable quantity



Fuel Tank Installation Fuel Tank Installation. Fuel tank should comply with the following general provisions: (a) Fuel tanks should not be



of water which might affect engine operation, accelerate corrosion, or otherwise impair the airworthiness of the aircraft. Such drains should be installed so that the possibility of accidental opening is guarded against. To be suitable, a drain should be located so that it can be reached



located on the engine side of the firewall. (b) An adequate air space should be allowed between the tank



without disassembly or removal of a large piece of cowling, removal of structural parts, or



should be suitably vented and drained or otherwise protected



without the use of special tools.



Tank Tests Tbi.k Tests. Pressure Tests. All fuel tanks should be pressure tested to 3 '/2 psi to provide an



indication of the ability of the tank to resist distortion and leakage tinder vibratory, accelerating, and surging loads which may be encountered in flight and landing conditions.



Vibration Test Vibration Test. Unconventional tanks or tanks of unusually thin material may necessitate vibration testing to substantiate their airworthiness. An unconventional tank might be termed one which has large unsupported or un-



stiffened areas or similar features. Vibration tests are recommended for all tanks to determine design



changes to increase their life. Vibration testing should be acr complished by shaking the tank,



and the firewall. (c) All exposed surfaces and



the air space about the tank



against the accumulation of inflammable vapors.



(d) Wherever possible the installation of tanks in personnel compartments should be avoided. If a tank must be located in such a compartment, suitable vaporproof bulkheads should be pro-



vided between the tank and the personnel compartments, unless care is taken to provide adequate ventilation to carry away possible fumes and leakage. (e) The tank should be attached to the primary structure by supports designed so as to minimize stress concentrations, and to prevent distortion and vibration failures of the tank. The supports should be capable of withstanding ground and flight loads without undue deflection. (f) Fuel tanks should be bonded



to the airplane primary structure to avoid static-electricity hazards. Padded cradle and paddedbeam type supports are considered satisfactory provided the location of the beam or cradle is



such as to prevent overloading 2/3 lull of water, at a frequency of unsupported or unbafiled secof approximately 90% of rated tions of the tank. Provisions maximum continuous rpm of the should also be made for proper engine used in the airplane, and a support of the tank under reversetotal amplitude of 1/32 to 1/16 loading conditions. Fuselage and for 25 hours. • ; wing tanks should not be sup' • • • ' ' ; \ ported by brackets or lugs atSlosh Test ; tached to the tank walls, unless



Slosh Test. In some cases where the tank incorporates features which make it susceptible to damage from the liquid surge, such as the absence of baffles and elongated construction, it may be necessary to supplement the vibration tests with slosh tests. Tanks consisting of a bladder type fuel cell within the structure should be studied for



the chafing effect caused by the sloshing of the gasoline due to the normal roll and pitch of the airplane in flight. Such an investigation may be made by means



of a test which consists of rock-



ing the tank through an angle



of about 15° at approximately 16



to 20 cycles per minute for 25 hours. During the test the bag Jiould be 2/3 full of water.



special precautions are taken to distribute the loads. Padding under tank straps and on supports should be waterproof to prevent



corrosion, chafing, and absorption of fluids. If flexible tank liners is not required to withstand fluid loads. Interior surfaces of compartments for such liners should be smooth and free of projections which are apt to cause wear or tear of the liner. Such rough places or projections should be either eliminated or provision should be made for protecting the liner at such points. Filler openings should be plainly identified with the word "FUEL", the minimum octane number, and the capacity. Provision should be made to prevent any overflow from entering the wing or fuse-



lage. In this regard, all recessed filler necks should be provided



with over board drains. Where the fuel-tank filler neck is supported or attached to the airplane structure, adequate flexibility



should be provided in the fillerneck connections, and if necessary, the junction of the filler neck to the tank reinforced, to take care of the effects of possible relative movements between the tank and the airplane in flight. - . ' • - .



Fuel Pump and Pump Installation Fuel Pumps and Pump Installation If fuel pumps are provided, at



least one pump for each engine



should be directly driven by the



engine. Emergency fuel pumps should be provided to permit supplying all engines with fuel in case of the failure of any enginedriven pump. Fuel pumps, when used should be of such design and so installed that excessive pressures are not built up in the carburetor feed line as a result of pump operation. Some means such as a pressure-relief valve should be incorporated, either in the pump itself or in the system, so as to adequately control tha fuel pressure within the limits specified for proper carburetor



operation. Consideration must also



be given to the power requirements of the pump to assure that



they do not exceed the power



limitations of the mounting pad



and drive provided on the engine.



Diaphragm-type



pumps



should



also be considered for hazards as



a result of ruptured diaphragms. When a power-driven pump is used, an emergency-hand or a separate power-driven pump of



the required capacity should be installed and should be available



for immediate use in case of a pump failure, particularly during take-off.



Fuel System Lines, Fittings and Accessories Fuel System Lines, Fittings And Accessories. Lines and Fittings. Considerable attention should be given to the fuel system plumbing bearing in mind that each joint



is a possible source of leakage, each bend a possible source of blockage, each rise a possible source of vapor lock, each low spot a possible source of freezing due to water collection, each length of unsupported tubing is susceptible to vibrational fatigue, and each hole or opening through



which the line may be routed is,
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a possible source of wear or chafing. In view of these facts it is recommended that the following precautionary details be complied with as far as possible:



(a) Solid fuel lines and fittings should be carefully designed, supported and located and should be made of materials which suitably resist



corrorion. Generally, Air



Force-Navy standard (AN Parts) fittings are considered satisfactory.



(b) Flexible hose should be a



fuel-and-oil resisting type approved by the Civil Aeronautics Administration or conforming to Air Force-Navy (AN), or equivalent, standards.



(c) rssd in a each



Flexible-hose connections, if to give required flexibility line, should be installed at end of the line. The hose



should be connected to hose nipples or appropriately beaded



tubing. Connections made in accordance with Figure 8-1 are satisfactory for this purpose.. (d) It is recommended that fuel



lines, except flexible portions, be supported by means of soft blocks and clamps. Friction tapes and



rawhide lashings collect grit and induce rapid wear and sometimes corrosion due to vibration which causes the lines to work under the lashings. (e) Flexible connections or lines should be used between all fuel system parts subjected to relative movements or mass vibrations. Long lengths of tubing should be supported at frequent intervals to preclude fatigue failures due to vibration. Short, solid tubing with flexible connections on each end need not be supported. (f) Bends of small radius, vertical humps, or restrictions which



might promote vapor or airlocking in the lines should be avoided wherever possible. (g) A fuel-feed line should be



tubing of not less than 3/8 O.D. x .032 wall, with corresponding



fitings.



(h) Excessively-large fuel lines should be avoided so that vapor and air will be carried along with the flow of fuel and not accumulate in the lines. Fuel lines in the form of L-,



S-, and U-bends which are joined by hose connections should be aligned as accurately as possible into the connections and should be braced or supported to prevent the lines from slipping away Jrom the connections under the



internal operating pressures and vibration encountered in the lines in service. The bracing or supports



Prest "Baby Pursuit"



should be located so that the flexibility provided for these lines will not be materially affected. In the case of straight lines, it is preferable not to use supports



except where the mass or the length of the line and connections or fittings is such as to cause it to vibrate under flight conditions.



Straight lines up to 18 inches in



length usually do not require supports. The use of dissimilar metals in, or in physical contact



with, the fuel system should be avoided insofar as it is practicable



to do so. Although the minimum recommended size for fuel-feed lines is tubing of 3/8 O.D x .032 wall, a larger minimum size is This airplane, the Prest "Baby necessary when the length of the Pursuit" is perhaps one of the lines is long. If the combined best known of the old timers



length of the fuel lines and fittings from the tank to the carburetor is in excess of 10 feet, at least



still flying, and to make it even more interesting, it is the only one of its kind ever built.



tubing of M> O.D. x .035 wall is The Prest is owned by Ernest preferable. The radii of the tube Hillinger of Route 1, Box 298 in bends should not be less than Lancaster, California. It is a very



three times the outside diameter of the tubing. Sharp bends and



fittings should be reduced to a minimum.



Fuel System Accessories Fuel System Accessories. Fuel Strainer. One or more strainers



of adequate size and design incorporating a suitable sediment sump and a means for draining,



should be provided at a low



point in the fuel line between the tank and the carburetor. Such strainers should be installed in an accessible position so that they may be reached readily for inspection and drainage with the



removal or unfastening of only a small piece of cowling or an



inspection door. The strainer screen and the screen of the carburetor strainer should be easily removable for cleaning. Strainers should be provided with a 60-



mesh screen or finer, with an adequate sump for trapping water. The sump capacity should be at least two ounces for small-engine



simple airplane, and its shape is



reminiscent of a rubber powered commercial type model airplane.



The fuselage is diamond shaped, which in itself provides a very



strong structure.



Obviously a small airplane, it is single place with a parasol mounted wing. The wing is only a couple of inches above the fuselage, and offers a negligible



amount of over-the-nose visibil-



ity. Due to the diamond shaped



in each valve to indicate the position and hold the valve in each desired position. (c) Suitable, quick-acting valves should be used to shut off the



Fuel Valves



Such valves should be located on,



design and



installation of fuel



velves and their controls to insure compliance with the follow-



ing, where applicable: (a) Valves should not be susceptible to external leakage upon the application of torque or axial loads to the operating shaft. (b) Adequate stops or position



indicators should be incorporated



bug has just plain bitten him. Anyway, it will soon undergo the



major rebuilding job slated tor it,



which



includes



metallizing



the entire fuselage. The present wings are to be discarded in favor



of



shortened



Luscombe



panels and diamond shaped wing tip fuel tanks, each holding ten gallons, will be mounted. The old Lawrence engine will be retired



also, in favor of a Continental A-65 converted to deliver 75 hp. Whether or not the landing gear and tail surfaces are also to be modified is not known at this time. Nevertheless, it should be quite an interesting change.



fuselage though, forward visiThe few available specifications bility is provided to the each side, of the Prest "Baby Pursuit" are: over the nose. Its power is deSpan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 3 ft. 6 in... rived from a 60 hp. 1919 model Length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 ft. Lawrence engine, which had seen Empty weight . . . . . . . . 600 Ibs. earlier use in another aircraft. Engine. . . . . . . .Lawrence (three Hillinger bought the airplane in cylinder) @ 60 hp. @ 1800 RPM 1939 for one-hundred dollars, and Registration number. .NX-17308 has been flying it ever since. Either Mr. Hillinger is tiring of Leo J. Kohn



installations and should preferably be four ounces or greater.



Fuel Valves. Suitable provisions should be incorporated in the



the old airplane and thinks the time is now to change its appearance and improve its performance, or the home-building



fuel independently to each engine. or to the rear of, the firewall.



(d) All valves should be suitably supported. (e) Remote controls, if used, should constitute positive connections to avoid possibility of misalignment. (f) All valves should be suitably marked to show their function. Fuel valves should be located, whenever possible, so that the i-lTect of gravity and vibration will



be to turn the valves on rather



than off. Particular attention should be paid to the location of fuel shut-off valves so as to avoid the possibility of the pilot's arm, leg, or any other part of his body or clothing inadvertently striking or catching the valve handle and



altering its setting. The design and installation of the fuel selector valve handle and markings should be given careful consideration to



assure against confusion in fuel tank selection and inadvertent operation. Fuel shut off valve controls should not be located adjacent to other frequently operated controls (carburetor heat, cabin heat, etc.) unless they are so distinctive in design or so suurded thai inadvertent operation will not occur
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case which should be drained by removing the engine-sump plug. It should be possible to drain



practically all the oil in the lines by means of the tank and radiator drains. The drain valves should incorporate means for locking them in the closed position.



The following are recommended as fire-protection measures: (a) A fire resistant, oil inlet line consisting of a fire resistant hose with assembled end fittings



S E R I E S - II



Compressing the charge -



In a conventional internal combustion engine the mixture of fuel and air must be highly compressed in order to obtain efficient combustion and a reasonable amount of work. If the charge is



(b) A means of shutting off the oil flow forward of the firewall. The shut-off should be immediately operable from the cockpit in the event of an emergency.



following installation practice is



recommended: (a) The breather line should not



discharge into the carburetor cold air intake. Such an arrangement introduces water vapor into the engine induction system which in turn is conducive to carburetor icing. Consequently, the practice is considered dangerous. (b) It is preferable to run the breather line down inside and to the rear of the cowling, and so routed that it is not exposed to a direct blast of cold air from
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